ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT FROM CREATOR OF WORK TO THE ASSOCIATION OF CORPORATE COUNSEL
*EACH AUTHOR MUST EXECUTE THIS ASSIGNMENT*

(hereinafter “Author”) hereby assigns and forever transfers to the Association of Corporate Counsel, a nonprofit corporation of the District of Columbia, whose principal place of business is located at 1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW (hereinafter “Publisher”), all right, title, and interest, including copyright, in the work titled, “__________________________”.

*ACC Docket* issue date ____________________________ (hereinafter “the Work”).

This assignment is a transfer to Publisher of the full ownership of the work, including all rights of reproduction, distribution, performance, display, including electronic, and any medium now or hereafter developed, and the right to create derivative works.

Authors warrant that they are the sole owner of all such rights in and to the Work; that the Work is original and not in the public domain; that the Work does not violate or infringe any existing copyright; and that Authors have full power to enter into this Assignment. Authors are granted a nonexclusive license to reprint the work as it originally appeared in the *ACC Docket* as long as the following language is included:

Reprinted with permission of the authors and the Association of Corporate Counsel as it originally appeared: Author names, “Article Title,” *ACC Docket* volume Number, issue Number (Month Year): Page Range. Copyright © Year, the Association of Corporate Counsel. All rights reserved. If you are interested in joining ACC, please go to www.acc.com, call 202.293.4103 x360, or email membership@acc.com.

__________________________________________
, Author

Date!

PLEASE SIGN AND FAX BACK TO 202.293.4701, ATTENTION LAURIE ADAMSON, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT.